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The analysis and design of atti[udc control systems for spawcrafl c~~ploying
pulse-operated (on-off) thruslcrs is usually accomplished through a combination of
modeling approximations ~and empirical techniques. in this paper a new thruster pulscmodulation schcmc for pointing and tracking applications is developed from nonlinear
control theory. This schcmc forms the basis of an autopilot suitable for usc in digital
computers whose performance and robustness properties arc characterized analjlically,
in the design process. Given bounds on the anticipated dynamical rnodcling errors and
sensor errors, it is shown that design specifications can bc established and acceptable
performance ensured in the presence of these error sources. The autopilot can
accommodate spacxxratl with timcwtuying inertia properties, and is equally applicable
to thruster configurations in which engines arc clustered together to provide multiple
discrete torque Ievcls about onc or more spacecraft axes, A realistic application of the
theory is ilhrstratcd via dctaikd cmnputcr simulation of a digital autopilot dcsignd for
midcourse guidance of a hypothetical interplanetary spacecraft
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INTROD1JC”I’1ON
I’hc analysis and design ofthrec-axis attitude control systems for spacecraft presents a challenging
problcm due to the nonlinear nature of their dynamics, Even in circurnsttmccs where linear
approximations arcvalid, thcuscof pulsc-o~}cratti (ol]-o~thrustcrs foractl]alion rcsultsin control
systems that arc inhcrentty nonlinear. Onc of the earliest and most widely used design approaches in this
case is to assume that tic equations of motion arc uncoupkd, a reasonable approximation for small
rotation rates, and employ phase-plane analysis techniques to establish empirical switching curves’ or
to develop control laws that rnodulatc thruster pulse width or frequency to obtain a quasi-proportional
response. 2 Phase-plane techniques also permit an approximate assessment of limit cycle behavior and
the effects of disturbance torques and sensor noise. 1‘4 This approach has been used to develop the
attitude control systems of space vchic]cs as diverse as the Apollo spacecraft,s’ 6 the Viking Mars landcr,7
a]ld the Space Shuttlc,8 Sophisticated computer simulations were dcvclopcd and used cxtct~sivcly in the
design of these vchiclcs, to validate the approximations employed
in missions requiring skwing over large angles, Eu]cr’s rotation thcorcrn, which specifics that any
altitude change of a rigid bod)r can bc accomplished by a rotation about an axis f&xJ with respect to
both the vchiclc and inertial space, provides a useful and cfflcicnt basis for performing these maneuvers,
The dynamical coupling inherent in this approach has previously been dealt with in several different
ways, such as slcwing at small rotation rates to minimim coupling cffccts,s open-loop implementation
of a prcxomputcd angular acceleration protilc,g and the usc of fdback lincariza(ion to transform the
original nonlinear systcm into an equivalent linear systcm, to which linear control theory can bc
applicd, 1014 in the feedback lincariz,ation schctncs discussed in the IiLcraturc, the control law obtained
is a cxmtinuously time-vatying function. To mechanize this type of control law using pulse-operated
thrusters, a second design problcm must be solved, that of developing a firing logic which implements
the desired torque commands with acceptable accuracy.
2

in this paper a ncw pulse-~vidth pulse-frequency modulation schcmc is developed for pointing and
tracking applications, using a modified Fhlcr rotation tcchniquc to align the spacecraft with a
commanded attitude or attitude profile. This schcmc is designed to cause the complete closed-loop
system, not just the torque profile produced by the thrusters, to approximate a specified linear system.
‘1’hc important question of robustness is addressed directly: given upper bounds on the sources of
modeling error (thrust lCVCI variations, ccntcr of mass and moment of inertia calibration errors, attitude
sensing errors, etc.), design specifications can bc established such that the dcsirtd pcrformanec is
cnsurul in the prcsencc of these error sources, This approach is derived from a robust control tcchniquc
based on 1.yapunov stability theory originated by Corlcss and Leihnann,]516 which was also used in
previous work by the authors addressing guidance applications,l
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Similar techniques, such as sliding

9
mode control, arc described by Utkin]8 and Slotinc and 1A,] Unlike previous approaches based on

I,yapunov theory,’1-’4 this new approach provides a comprehensive evaluation of robustness properties,
and allows for analytical characterization of transient error dynamics, limit cycle dcadband, and the
effects of attitude and rate estimation errors,
Some spacecraft are equipped with multiple thrusters configured such that two or even three
discrete torque levels can be applied to one or more body axes (the Space Shuttle is one example), In
addition, the attitude control function on most modern spat.ccrafl is performed by an autopilot
implmncntcd as a sampled data system, Using the pulse-modulation scheme outlined above, an autopilot
suitable for usc in digital c.omputcrs is dcvclopcd which is equally applicable to thruster configurations
providing single or multiple torque levels. Inputs to the autopilot can take the form of a commanded
attitude or a commanded attitude and rate profile. The proposed autopilot can also accommodate
spacecraft with time-varying inertia properties, It is shown that the effect of sampling rate on
pcrfonnanee can bc assessed within the same analytical framework used to evaluate robustness and
performance propcrlics.

3

I’}tOBl .EM DEI’I NITION
‘1’he equations describing the rotational motion of a rigid body arc well documented in texts such
as those by lh@ICS20 and Wcrtz. 21 I’hcsc cquat ions can bc subdivided into two sets, the djmamical
equations relating the rate of change of angukw momentum to the applied torque, and a set of kinematic
equations that relate some paramctcrization of the atlitudc to the angular velocity of the body. J;or
spacecratl equipped with mass expulsion dcviczs such as thrusters, the moments of inertia of the vchiclc
will bc time-varying in addition to the angular momentum vector.
Designating the inertia tensor as J, the angular velocity vector as o, and the applied torque vector
as m, the dynamical equations of a rigid spacecraft cxprcsscd in a body-fixed f’ramc arc as follows:

(1)

in liq, (1), rni is the proj}cllant mass flow rate of the i ‘i’ thruster ( titi >0 by convention), 1, is the
perpendicular distance bctwccn“‘i’
the]
thr-ustcr
.
and thc~’” body rcfcrcncc axis, and co, is the component
of the vector u along thc~” body rcfcrcncc axis. The terms in this equation duc to the rate of change
of inertia and propellant expulsion arc usually small compared with the other terms, but can bc
significant during large propulsive maneuvers, The applied torque vector, m, is
N

m=~lixfi
i- 1

(2)

In Iiq. (2), the vcztor II represents the position of the i ‘i’ thruster relative to the ccntcr of mass of the
spacccrafl, and fi is the thrust vector of the i ‘i’ thruster.
The thrust profile of a rcprcscntativc thruster firing is shown in Fig. 1. As suggested by this
illustration, some thrusters can exhibit a noticeable departure from an ideal square wave profile. I’hc
ignition and tcmlination commands arc each fo]lowcd by a delay duc to the electrical and mechanical
4

operation ofthc propellant valves, and a thrust buildup or decay period, rcspcctivcly. Typical values for
these delay times and buildup and decay periods range from jusl a fcw milliseconds to several hundred
milliseconds, depending upon the sim and type of thruster. ~“hc steady-state thrust Icvcl also varies
roughly 1 to 10 pcrccnt between successive firings, depending upon the firing period and type of
thruster, with the grcatcs[ variation occurring when using very short or very long pulses,
Several different pararnctcrizations of the spacecratl att itudc can bc used An Fiulcr symmetric
pammctcr, or quatcrnion, rcprcscntition is onc of the most useful for attitude eontro] systems that must
operate over a wide angular range,’”’4 and will bc employed herein. Other representations are dcscribcd
in available texts.n’21 The four-pararnc[cr atlitudc quatcmion, which consists of a three-clcmcnt vector
part and a scalar part, is specified as follows:

(3)

in };q. (3), A is a unit vector about which a rotation through the angle qI will move the designated
spaeccrafl body-fixed coordinate frarnc from a nonrotating rcfcrencc frame into its current orientation.
“l”hc evolution of the quatcrnion is governed b>’ the following diffcrcntia] equation:
g = mq

(4)
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in I;q, (5), the quantities ml, @z, and Oj arc t}~c components of the spacecraft angular velocity vector
CxpK%SCd

in the designated

bod)J-fIxcd

frame, i,c,, o‘ [Q, 02 @3]7, ~iquation (4) makes usc of a co]unm
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veetor rcprcscntaiion of the quatcrnicm, q, such that q = [g,, q2, g3, g4]7, where the first three clcmcnts
(q,, qz, q,) ~nstitute the v~tor parl of the quatcrnion, and the fourth element (gal) iS the scalar pafl.
A quatcmion is a eonvcnicnt rcjw.xxmtation for three-axis reorientation rnancuvcrs, in which the
comnmndcd at[i[udc is spccificd as a quatcmion, dcsigtmted q,, and for tracking applications, in which
the comm,andui attitude profile is cxprcsscd as a time history, q= (f) and an associated ~atc proftlc, WC (t).
The error quatcmion, designated Aq, representing a unique rotation axis and angle needed to rotate the
spacmratl from its current attitude, spwified by q, into alignment with the eommandti attitude q,, can
be cnrnputed using quatcrnion multiplication:
Aq

Z-

q-’qc

(6)

I’hc inverse quatcrnion, q”, rcprcscnts a rotation opposite that associated with the quatcmion q, and
is defined as follows:

9 ‘* = (-sin -~~, cos$-)

(7)

The resulting error quatcmion can bc written as

Aq = (sinA~ e, cm.A2~ )

(8)

The unit vector c in F~, (8) represents the axis about which a rotation of angle Aq will bring the vchiclc
into alignment with the commanded attitude or point along an attitude profile. For attitude control and
stabilization, a fdback logic spcciffing the commanded torque, dcsignrkd mC, in the form n~C T m(Aq,
Ace), where AU =- w UC, is sought that is compatible with the restrictions imposed by using pulscopc( ated thrusters, yet still achicvcs acccpiablc pcrformanec,
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P{J1 ,SE-MOI)tJ1.A’J’10N CON”J’J{OI , T]] EORY
The proposed pulse-modulation technique consists of equations dcfming the commanded torque
and the thru stcr firing logic. It is intended for spacwratl with thruster configurations t}lat can apply
torque about each axis of a designated body-fixed frame; the torques produced by the thrusters arc not
required to bc mutually orthogonal, although this is often the case in practice. A gcmcral form for two
different types of pulse-mode controllers is prcscntcd, one that contains no model parameters and the
othcl containing feedback linearization and fdforward terms, analogous to the continuous-time control
laws presented by

Wcn

and Krcutz-Dclgado13 and Weiss 14 ]n the dcvclopmcnt given below, all of the

quantities discussed can bc time-varying unless specific restrictions are stated to the cmtraw.

Conlmandcd Torque Formulation
A general form for the comm,andcd torque vector, m,, that encompasses both the mode]-indcpcndcnt
and model-dcpcndcnt cases is as follows:

whcI c

‘IIIc first two tams of Ill. (9) arc intended to null attitude and rate tracking errors, while the third term
rcprcscnts any desired model compcnsa[ion terms, designed to cancel nonlinear clcmcnts of the
clynamicxd equations, and fdforward terms to aid in following a commanded attitude and rate profile.
‘J’hc vectors A@, Am, and ~ arc dcnotd with “hat” symbols to indicate that in aclual applications only
estimates of these parameters, derived from sensor data onboard the spacccratl, arc used in the
computations, in a similar vein, the quantities J, rni, and Ii arc denoted with ovcrbar symbols to show
that inexact estimates of these pamm~crs arc also used, the diffcrcncc being that in actual practice these
7

quantities arc oficn not estimated from sensor data (notat)lc exceptions exist, such as adaptil’c
controllers which attempt to estimate J during their opcrationl 3); n priori estimates or values computed
from some nominal model arc used instead. The cs[imatcd attitude error angle and rotation axis
appearing in llq. (10) arc obtained from an estimate ofthc quatcrnion Aq defined in Dq, (8):
A; = 2COS-1A$4

(11)

In I@. ( 12), the vector c is defined such that the rototion about this axis required to bring the spacecraft
into alignment with the comnmndcd atli[udc is always positive in a right-handed sense, thus the rotation
anslc Aq is >0.
‘1’hc vector functions 8 and $ appearing in l;q. (9) consist of proportional and derivative feedback
terms with the following form:

As in Eq, (9), u and v arc denoted with hat s>mbols in Eqs, (13) and (14), signifying that these
quantities are dctcrmincd from cslimatcs of Am and Am, rather than their true values, when computing
the czxnmrmdcd torque. In Eq, (13), K,, rind Kl, arc constant 3 x 3 gain rnntriccs, whereas kl, and kD in
I@ (14) arc positive, conskant scalars, The matrices K{, and K], are sjmmctric and positive definite, and
mus( satisfy the following relationships with kP and k]):

8

I K,,A@ll )6(J) > k,,ll Am I

(15)

(16)

‘llc double linesinEqs,(15)and(16) signify t}m Euclidean norm ofthc brackctcd vcdor, while G(J)
rcprcscnts an upper bound on the largest cigcnwduc of the inertia tensor, J. ‘1’hcsc equations require the
induced norm of the matrices Kr and K,, to bc Iwgc enough such that the commanded iorquc spccificd
by the vector u will deliver, at a minimum, the angular accchmrion specified by the vector v.
Ihc 3 x 3 matrix Kc and the vector function n appearing in Iiq, (9) arc designed to simultanemsly
compensate for known torque implcmcntat ion errors duc to the usc of discrctc thruslcr firings, and
unknown or uncompensated dynamical effects; the rcquircmcnts they must satisfy arc dcscribcd in
further detail below. The scalar parameter c uhimatc]y dctcrmincs the control accuracy that can bc
achicvcd, and will also bc discussed subsequently.
The third and final term appearing in Iiq. (9) is the vector function c, containing rnodcl
compensation and fkcdforward terms that may bc used to improve performance and cfftcicncy in some
scenarios. The most comprchcnsivc expression that can bc employed here is as follows:

(17)

The first three terms of }iq, (17) arc designed to caned the gyroseopic and mass expulsion terms in the
spacccratl dynamics that appear in Eq, (1). The fourth and final term rcprcscnts an input torque proftlc
to aid in tracking a commanded rate profile, if onc is desired, and its associated attitude profile. For
precision tracking applications, employing all of the terms shown in Uq, (17) is not always necessary;
usually only the gyroseopic tcnn and the input torque proftlc arc needed.

Pulsr-Mode Controller Dynamics
Most spacecraft equipped with propulsive atlitudc control systems can apply a small number
(pcrbaps one to thrw) ofdiscrctc torque lCVCIS to designated body axes through different combinations
of thruster firings. The thruster firing logic employed herein is to select a thruster qxnbination at each
command intcrwd that delivers the torque vector most closely matching the cxnnmandcd torque, m,,

given by Eq. (9). Equation (9) is structured such that straightforward application of this firing logic
yields satisfactory pcrfonnancc. The actual torque applied to the vchiclc at any instant therefore differs
from the commanded wduc, The applied torque vector, m, is w~ittcn as

III ];q, (1 8), the \*cctor Arn is equal to the diffcrcncc bctwccn the command torque, m=, and the ncarcs(
torque value that can nominally bc obtained, while the vector 6Jn rcprcscnts torque inlp]cmcntation
wrors duc to thrust ICVC1 variations, thruster misalignment, calibration errors, ctc, Further
charactcrix.ation of&n requires specific knowluigc of thruster specifications and their configuration,
Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (1) and making usc of I;qs. (9), (13), (14), and (17) yields the
following equation of motion for the closed-loop systcrw
Ad L J-l{KPA@ - K{lAm + Kcn[(]/c)(kf,A@ - kl)Ati + 6v)]

+

h }

(19)

where

(20)

IT) I@, (19), the arguments of K, wc no longer shown for simplicity. I’hc vectors 5U and 6V in Eqs. ( 19)
and (20) rcprcscnt erroneous commands induced by attitude and rate sensing errors, and arc given by
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(21)

(22)

in ILqs. (21) and (22), W) and bti rcprcscnt attitude and rate cstirnation errors, respectively.
~lc properties required ofthc matrix K, and the vector function n of Eq. (9) will now bc addressed
The matrix K, is symmetric and positive definite; it must also satisf~’ the following constraint:
(23)

Where

kc > Uhll/o(J)

(24)

The function kC appearing in Bqs. (?.3) and (24) is designed to ensure that the commanded angular
ticcclcrat ion duc to the term J -] Kcn in Iiq. (19) will bc larger than any unmodclcd disturbances and
uncompensated angular accelerations represented by J-’h, III Ilqs. (23) and (24), G(J) and LJ(J )
rcprcscnt upper and lower bounds on the cigcnvalues of the inertia tensor, J, respectively. If nccdcd, k<
can be specified in terms of model parameters such as ~, LJ, tiC, etc., to track dynamical variations in
J“]h \vith the physical camtcrpar-ts of these parameters, or k{ can bc a constant rcprcscnting a global
bound. Note that for a model-indcpcndcnt controller, in which the function c from Eq. ( 17) is set to zero,
the vector h of Eq. (20) will be larger than it would if model cxxnpcnsation was employed, imposing a
greater rcquircmcnt on k<. The function n can be any function with the following properties:
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Stability Analysis
‘1’hc stability of the system defined by I;qs. (19) through (22) ~vi]l bc evaluated using I.yapunov
thcory.1>2(’ A l.yapwovjmction candidate is sought w}~ich sho~vs that within the domain of Am and
Ao all possible trajcdorics arc globa~ly, uniformly, cxponcnlially conwrgcnt to within a small region
of radius b around the oligin (Am = O, Ati =- O). Designating the vcdor x = [A@ Ati]~, the systcm is said
to bc cxponcntial]y czmvcrgcnt with rate a to the desired vicinity around the origin if, for some positive
conslant ~, the following incqua]ity is satisfied:

“1’hc proposed 1,yapunov function candidate, designated V(x), is

(27)

As S11OWI in Eq, (27), the matrix P is composed of four 3 x 3 subrnatriccs (1 is the identity matrix). ~’hc
parameters kr and kl) arc defined in llqs, (15) and (1 6), rcspcctivcly; k,, wi]l subsequently bc dctcrmincd
such that the required stability criteria are satisfied. For the systcm to behave according to Eq, (26), V(x)
must satisfy the following conditions, as shown by Corlcss:l 5
( i ) c1nx112 s v ( x ) < C21XII’; C1, C2>0
(28)
(ii) V(x) s -2a[V(x) - V “ ] ; V(X)>V*

Equation (28) rcprcscnts a set of sufflcicnt, not ncccssa~, conditions. If a l.yapunov function satisfying
these conditions is not found, or if for some V(x) Eq, (2.8) is violated for a specific value of x, this dots
not necessarily imply that the origin of the systcm is uns(ablc,

‘lo satisfy condition (r’) of F~, (28), the matrix 1’ of Eq. (27) must bc positive definite, ‘l’his requires
that hj, and k,, arc> O, and that k,,k,, - k;> O. ~’o check condition (ii) of I;q, (28), the derivative of V(x)
is nccdcd; this is obtained using Eqs. (27) and (19):
v = klA@~ + k#~2 + (k[>Aml’ - k,> A@7”)J”’ {K,,A@ - K1,Au+ Kcn[(lk)$l + h} (29)

Using kkp, (15),(16), and (23), and noling that A@7A0 = AQ7”A@ = - AQA$, Eq. (29) can bc shown
to satisf>’ the following inequality:

in 1~~. (30), V7’ = lk1,A@7’ + k,)A07), By comparing terms in Eqs. (27) and @O), the following formulas
for k],, k,,, and kl, arc obtained that can fulfill both conditions of Eq. (28):

(31)

Substitution of Eq. (31 ) into Iiq, (30) and noting that v = f - bv leads to the following relationship
bctwccn V and ~:
v(x) < -2a[V(x) - (1U2CK)]

(32)

E = - (f - bv)7’{kCn[(l/e)$] + J-lll}

(33)

where

By establishing an upper bound on the paramckr L’ of Eq. (33), condition (ii) of Hq. (28) is satisfied
by choosing V * = ~/2a, where ~,’ is the indicated upper bound, Equation (33) can be furlhcr
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(Imracterimd using the rcquircmcnts on the function n given in ~;~. (25). Using condition (i) of Ilq. (25),
fllr[hcr manipulation of Eq, (33) yields the follo~ving expression:

By examining the behavior of the quantities appearing in F~. (34) for a specific vehicle and application,
a suitable value of E can Ix established, Condition (ii) of Eq. (25) implies that progressively smaller
values of c, an argument of the function n, result in correspondingly smaller limits ‘on the magnitude
of the firsi brackctcd term of E in F@ (34). Given the sim of the bounding function k. established in Eq.
(24), the rnagnitudc of this term approaches 7zro in the limit as c approaches zero. As would bc
cxpcctcd, a dccrcasc in c implies an incrcasc in thruster activity. 3’hc practical eonscqucncc is a trade
bchvccn contio] acmracy and propellant cmsumption, which is governed by the number and frequency
ofthrustcr firings, The second term in F;q. (34) provides an intuitive result, showing that at~itudc and
ra(c sensing errors, which m,anifcst thcrnsclvcs in ?w, impose a fundamental limit on the smallest wduc
of 1.” than can actually bc achicvcd, indcpcndcnt of the vahw of c sclcctcd
As shown by Chlcss?2 a IJyapunov function mczting the stated requirements ensures exponential
cxmwcrgencc of the slate, x, to within a neighborhood around the origin defined by V(x) s V* (recall that
V” z ~/ 2ct ). Using Eqs. (27) and (31), the following expression is obtained for this region:

Once the state has entered the domain specified by Eq. (35), it will remain there indefinitely. Thus, Ilq.
(35) CM be used to portray the limit cycle envc]opc of the controller graphically, in a manner similar to
phase-plane analysis, Although A~, as defined in Eq, (11), is positive for computational purposes duc
to the convention chosen for the Euler rotation axis in Eq. (12), negative values of A~ arc meaningful
in this context. A rnorc detailed development of Iiqs, (29) t}lrough (35) is given by Thurman.2~
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I)IG1”J’A1. AllTOI’11.OT DESIGN
‘l’he pulse-mode control theory, as presented above, implicitly assurncs that the parameters nccdcd
LO compute torque commands arc continuously available, and that those commands arc continuously
executed without any computational or nwhanical delays. Ilowcvcr, the theory is ap@icablc to sampled
data systems with proper interpretation This section describes the prima~ considerations in the design
of a spacecraft autopilot for digital computer implementation.

Design Parameters
In a sampled data systcm, the command torque expression of Eq. (9) is evaluated at discrete
intervals. Using Eqs. (9), (13), (14), and (17), the following expression is obtained:
(36)

h] I@, (36) the subscript k irnplics the value of the indicated quantity at time t~, A useful form for the
function n satisf~ing the conditions of Iiq. (25) that mimics the behavior of the thrusters is as follows:

(37)

‘l’he key design parameters to be chosen arc the rate of convcrgcnce, cc, which determines the values of
the. feedback gains kP and kD given in Eq. @ 1), the parameter c, which sets the thruster firing dcadband
in Eq. (37), and the interval between command updates, designated 1’, When designing a modclindcpcndcnt autopilot for a spacccrall that can apply only a single torque ICVC1 to each axis, a simpler
version of Eq. (36) can bc used, by eliminating the firsl, second, and fourth terms. These terms must
thcli be treated as part of the vector h of I:q, (20), along with all other uncompensated or unrnodclcd
dynamical terms. As long the matiix K, in Eq. (36) satisfies Hqs, (23) and (24), the exponential slability
criteria of Hq. (28) will hold, with n] C(fk) being dctcrmincd solely by the third term of Eq. (36).
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I’hr-ustcr valve characteristics limit the smallest pulse width for which reliable operation is assured.
This cffcdivcly sets the smallest usable value of 1: and limits control precision to Icvels commensurate
with the angular position and rate changes induced by minimum irnpulsc thruster firings, For san@cand-ho!d systems, the same logic still applies if a value of 7’ larger than the minimum pu!sc width is
chosen, in that the atlitudc and rate changes duc to a lhruSICr pulse of T seconds limits the achievable
precision, ln onc sense a minimum pulse width is bcnclicial, as it incorporates hysteresis into the digital
contiollcr that prevents “chattering” of the thruster salves. For vahrcs of 1’ that arc srhall relative to the
frequency range of the spacecraft dynamics, the following expressions arc useful:

IA@ I.,m s [~~ /o(J)] T

(38)

I A(p In,,, = (7’/2) I A@ ln,m

in Hq. (38), m rcprcscn(s the torque capability of the spacecraft; ~ (J ) has the same meaning as in Eq.
(24) lkplation (38) provides approximate uppcx bounds on the minimum values of AT and A(J that can
be achicvcd for a given 1; indcpcndcr-d of other error sources, such as high frequency attitude sensor
noise., that can also influence the choice of c. The bounds in I@. (38) provide a guideline for the smallest
value of c that will ensure a sufficiently large thruster firing dcadband:
c. > k,,l AqI [n)m + kD I A~ln,m

(39)

In addition to sampling rate considerations, time delays bctwccn the sampling of attitude sensors and
the implementation of thruskr firing commands must bc rxmsidcrcd This error source can bc intcrprctcd
as a nmdcling error in Eqs. (18) and (20); its effect will bc addressed further below.

Pcrformancc Specifications
In the transient phase of operation, a pulse-nmdc controller based on Iiqs. (36) and (37) attempts
to force the closed-loop attitude dynamics to approximate the following Iincar differential equation:
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A; + k[, A+ + kl)Aq = O

(w)

(Ivcrall, liq, (4 O) gives the most accurate approximate ion of the transient behavior in rest-to-rest SICW
maneuvers, in which the angular velocity vector of the spacecraft would ideally bc parallel with the
Euler rotation axis over the course of the maneuver. As with Eq. (35), the usc of l;q, (40) as an
anal}iical tool admits negative values of the attitude error angle Aq, The values of LI, and L[j given in
I@. (31 ) in terms of the convcrgcncc rate a yield the following damping ratio, (, and natural frequency,
~, of the Closed-loop Systcnl:
< = 0.707
.~ = (1/@n)a

(41)

For tlic indicakd d,arnping ratio, the natural frequency of the systcm is also equal to its -3 dll bandwidth;
hcncc, the band~vidth is imrncdiatcly dc(crmincd by the value of (t sclcctcd.
(kc the spacecraft’s attitude state has cntwd the region spccifkd by liq. (35), it will exhibit some
t}p of lin~it cycle behavior t}~crcaflcr, with the envelope of this region established by the parameter L’
of I;qs. (33) and (34). For SICW maneuvers in which the tcnninal \’aluc of the commanded angular
velocity, o,, is zero, the follolving upper bound on A’ can bc used:

liquation (42) incorporates approximate upper bounds, inmmdiately prior to a thruster firing, on the
vector f of Fq, (14), the modeling error vector h of liq. (20), rmd the erroneous angular w.coloration
cmnmancks of Eq. (22), designated ~v, The parameter< bounds thrust implementation errors in Hq, (20)
duc to the interval bctwccn command computations (7) and any time delays present in the sys(cm; in
most modern spacccratl control systems, ~ is small compared with the other parcnnctcrs in Iiq. (42?).
Using llq. (42), an accurate estimate of the limit cycle regime can bc obtained from Bq, (35).
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MI DCOIJRSE CIJIDANCE COMPUTER SIMU1,ATION
This section dcscribcs the simulation of a digital autopilot for midcourse guidanec of an
interplanetary spacecraft. in this scenario, a hypothetical soft lander approaching the planet Mars
performs a late propulsive maneuver to remove residual targeting errors about 30 min prior to
atmospheric entry, dcsccnt, and landing. ‘fhc vehicle is similar to the Mars l’athjlnder spacecrafl,24
which in actual operation cxccutcs maneuvers via ground-based commands, rather than onboard control.

!$pacccraft Description
‘I”hc spacccrall configuration during interplanetary flight is shown in Fig. 2. Specific configuration
data arc provided in Table 1. The lander is carried to Mars inside an entry vchiclc attached to a cruise
stage, I’hc cruise stage is equipped with sun sensors and a star tracker for attitude determination, eight
thrusters for attitude control and midcourse propulsion, and a solar array fox power generation. It should
be noted that the plane containing the roll thrusters is offset from the spacccratl’s center of mass about
10 cm ‘1’hc thruster configuration, while cfflcicnt, provides the capability for coupled torques only about
the roll axis; pitch and yaw thruster firings yield both torques and translational velocity changes. The
Iandcr carries a strapdown lncrtial Mcasurcmcnt Unit OMIJ) which is used to perform incctial
navigation during midccmrsc maneuvers and the tcnninal dcsccnt phase.
A high-level block diagram of the spacecraft’s mideoursc guidance systcm is shown in Iiig. 3. The
key parameters of the digital autopilot arc given in l“ablc 2, A velocity-to-bc-gained method is used for
guidanec,25 in which the spaeccrafi maneuvers itself to null the velocity-to-bc-gained vector,
rcprcscnt ing the difference between the velocity required to achicvc the proper atmospheric entry
conditions and the velocity indicatw-1 by the inertial navigation systcm, At each command interval (the
subsci ipt k in Fig, 3 signifies the value of the indicated parameter at time 1~), the guidance law supplies
the autopilot with the velocity-to-bc-gained and a commanded attitude quatelnion that will align the
thrust axis (the x axis in Fig, 3) with the velocity-to-bc-gained vector, I’hcsc quantities, along with
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estimates of the current attitude quatcmion and angular velocity wxtor obtained from the navigation
systcm, arc used to dctcrrninc the command torque vector.
Ilc autopilot employs a simple model-indcpcndcnt pulse-mocic controller. The commanded torque
is computed using the third term of Eq, (36) and I;q, (37), as dcscribcd previously; this computation is
also illustrated in Fig. 3. lhc matrix KC of llq, (36) is diagonal, with the values on the diagonal being
the nominal torque generated about the x, y, and z spacecraft body axes, respectively, by the appropriate
thruster firings ‘1’hcsc values are Iabclcd m,, my, and ~ in Table 2. At each command interval, the
autopilot issues commands to the thruster valves only when a change in the state of a given thruster is
nccdcd When the guidance systcm senses that the si~acccraft is within the limit cycle cnvcloi]e of Iiq.
(35), the thrusters arc used to carry out velocity changes. During these periods, wrtain thrusters may
bc turned off momcntariiy, when torque cmmmands for atlitudc maintcnanec arc issued.
‘1’hc thruster characteristics given in ~’able 1 arc rcim.xcnt ative of modern bipropcliant engines for
x ~illginc~
of ~lls t}qx, u5111g J]itrogcn tctroxidc and monomcthyi hydra~.inc,
small spat..ccrail propulsion.
.
dciivcr a specific impulse of 300 to 320 s, The error mode] used to rcprcscnt the inertial navigation
systcm is summarized in Table 3. The I MU contains time ring-laser gyroscopes and three pendulous
accclcromctcrs; its performance is rcprcscnt ativc of the strapdown 1 MUS carried by the Clcmen/ine
siJacccraf127 The error model components in Table 3 arc based on established modeling techniques for
these instruments.% The navigation system is initialimd with ground-based estimates of the spacccratl’s
position and velocity vectors rciativc to Mars;?9 the initiai attitude quatcmion is established by an
alignment process performed onboard the spacccratl using its att itudc sensors. The bias errors of the
gYTOSCOpCS and accclcronlctcrs arc also calibrated during the alignment process.

Mission !Wnario
I’hc scqucncc of events for the maneuver is illustrated in Fig. 4. Aiigmncnt and initialization of the
inertial navigation system is done with the spacccratl three-axis stabiiim-1 in its nominal entry atlitudc,

After rcccipt of an cmiblc command from the ground, the autopilot slews the spacecraft to align its
thrust (+x) axis with the indicated vc]ocity-to-bc-gained veclor. Since the spacecraft’s pitch and yaiv
thrusters arc unbalanced, the commanded attitude changes slightly (a fcw dcgrccs) during this slew
maneuver, due to the change in the velocity-to-bc-gained resulting from velocity changes induced by
unbalanced thruster firings, Once the guidance system senses that the spacecraft has cntcrcd the limit
cycle cnvclopc about the commanded attitude, the autopilot uses the pitch and yaw thrusters to pcrfom~
the commanded velocity change and to hold the spacecraft in the correct burn attitude simultaneously.
Before the initiation of this burn, the velocity-to-be-gained vector computed by the guidance law is
intentionally biased so that after the spacecraft returns to its initial attitude a small residual value
remains, with a direction that will always have components which can be nulled by a combination of
pitch/yaw and roll thruster firings,
Ailcr the primary burn is completed, the autopilot reorients the spacecraft back to its initial attitude.
lhrillg this reorientation maneuver, the spawcraft’s roll angle is adjusted so that the residual vclocityto-bc-gained vector lies in the plane containing the thrust axes of the roll and yaw thrusters. Finally, the
autopilot pcrfomw a small trim bum while maintaining the spacecraft in its initial at[itudc, which nulls
the residual velocity-to-be-gained induced by the velocity change of the reorientation maneuver and the
bias applied to the primary burn. When firing the roll thrusters to execute velocity changes, the autopilot
uses the pitch thrusters to maintain the spacecraft’s attitude against the resulting disturbance torques.
With this proccdurc, the autopilot can pcrfom~ a midcourse maneuver very accurately, without the nerd
for open-loop compensation of the vcloeity changes caused by using unbalanced thruster firings for
attitude control.

Digital Simulation
‘1’hc dynamics of the spacecraft were simulated by numerical integration of the six-dcgrcc-offrccdom equations of motion, treating the vehicle as a rigid body with valiable mass and moments of
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in~tia. No cxkrnal disturbances, such as solar radiation pressure-induecd torques, were modeled, duc
to their negligible size compared with the disturbances induced by propulsion systcm operation and
czntcr of mass offsets. Integration was accomplished using a 70’ order Rungc-Kutta formula wit}] 8 ‘)’
order step size control, mtith all computations done in double precision arithnlctic. I’hc nominal
\
integration t imc step was 20 ms, while the tolct ancc used to trigger time step adjustments was set to onc
parl in 1010. The initial mass and inertia tensor were gcncratcd using a pseudo-random number
generator, according to Gaussian distributions with the statistics spccificd in Trrble’1. Ckmtcr of mass
modeling and calibration enors were also simulated in a similar manner, with the ccntcr of mass offset
statistics of Table 1 applying to both they and z axes of the spacccratl,
‘1’hrust Icvc] variations between successive thruster firings were simulated by pseudo-random
Gaussian number generation for each individual thruster, again using the statistics given in Table 1,
Navigation errors were simulated by numerical integration of the appropriate error equations (the
interested reader is rcfcrrcd to the tcx[ by Drittingqo for a derivation of strapdown inertial navigation
CrTOr equations), using pseudo-random number generation to sample the statistics of the error sources
described in Tab]c 3, Duc to the rclativc]y slow variation of the navigational errors, these parameters
were integrated in double precision arithmetic using a 4ti’ order, fixed step Rungc-Kut ta formula with
a step sim of 20 ms, ‘1’hc time delays associated with thruster valve opcrat ion and computer opcrat ion
were also simulated, using the values given in Tables 1 and 2. The computational time delay, designated
dl’in Table 2, was based on an approximate count of the number of operations during each conunrmd
cycle, An average value of the time needed to perform these operations on several modern spacccjual iticd microprowssors was then dctcrmincd
RCWMS
‘1’hc attitude and velocity-to-bc-gained histor}f of a simulated maneuver arc sho~im in Figs. 5 and
6, rcspcc.tivcly. ‘t’his case represents a relatively difficult scenario: the spacccrafi must rapidly SICW
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almost 180 dcg, cxecutc a velocity change of 7.2 m/s to correct a 13 km targeting error, then rclurn to
its initial attitude. For illustrative purposes, the attitude of the spat.cmaft is characterized in Fig. 5 by
three Euler angles; these are heading ($), pitch @) and roll ($). The order of rotation for the body axes
of Iiig, 2 from the Mars-ccnterwl coordinate frame used by the navigation system to kc current attitude
is a rotation of angle $ about the yaw (+z) axis, followed by a rotation of angle O about the pitch (+y)
axis, then a rotation of rmglc @ about the roll (+x) axis, The values of these angles m-responding to the
commanded attitude, designated V=, 0=, and @c, rcspcctivcly, arc also shown in Fi~. 5.
‘l-hc actual components of the velocity-to-bc-gained vector and those computed by the navigation
systcm arc shown in Fig, 6. ‘1’hc components of these vectors arc specified in a Mars-centered,
nonr otating, mean equator of epoch 2000.0 coordinate systcm In this systcm, the x and y axes arc
parallel to the Martian equatorial plane, while the z axis is normal to this plane and parallc] to the mean
spin axis of Mars at the indicated epoch, ~’hc flight path followed by the spacecraft during the period
of interest is such that its vcloeity vector is ncar]y aligned with they-z plane, pointing in roughly the -y
dircc[ion, but inclined at an angle of about 20 dcg below the equatorial (x-y) plane, Differences bctwccn
the actual and indicated vckwity-to-bc-gained components seen in Fig. 6 arc duc to errors in both the
position and vcloeity vectors computed by the navigation system.
‘1’hc roll, pitch, and yaw thruster firings during the first tcn seconds of the maneuver arc shown in
Fig, 7. Note that though the autopilot computes commands at a SO-HZ rate, the highest pulse frequency
seen in Fig. 7 is only about 7 Hz for the yaw thrusters, and 1 to 4 Hz, for the pitch and roll thrusters, In
comparison, the lowest vibrational frequency of the spacecraft structure is approximately 20 HY.. As
suggested by Eqs. (40) and (41), the autopilot is attempting to approximate a specified linear system
by varying the frequency and width of the thruster pulses to approximate, in an average sense, a
proportional-phrs-derivative commanded torque profile. This behavior is similar to that of the integral
pulse-frcqucney c.ontrollcr of Farrcnkopf et al.2 ‘fhc additional advantage possessed by the autopilot of
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FIE. 4 is that with pulse-width and pulse-frequency modulation, the number of thruster valve cycles
during the slew maneuvers is reduced.
According to Fig. 5, the initial turn takes about 67 s to complete, In comparison, an anal}lical
prediction of the time rcquircxi to reach the commanded attitude, based on Eqs. (26), 05), and (42), was
\
68s, The primary bum takes about 190s to complctc, employing all four pitch and yaw thrusters. The
attitude history of the reorientation maneuver following the primary burn shows that the commanded
roll angle @C changes rapidly during the first 20 seconds, I’hc autopilot follows this) changc, although
rcoria]tation takes about 80s m opposed to 67s for the initial turn. liven though the commanded torque
formula contains no fixdfonvard term (dC), the autopilot is still able to track the commanded attitude,
without the need for gain scheduling, I’hc two slew maneuvers and the trim burn generate velocity
changes with a combined magnitude of about 0,5 m/s, This represents an overhead of 7°/0 in propellant
consumption compared with the net 7.2 nds velocity c}]angc of the maneuver. If nccxicd, this overhead
could be reduced by doing the slew maneuvers more slowly.
The thruster firing dcadband used to establish the cutoff poin( for velocity changes, designated y
in Table 2, is 2% of the commanded velocity change. This cutoff condition is applied to both the
primary bum and the trim burn, Residual velocity-to-be-gained components remaining aficr the trim
burn arc less than 4 rinds; this corresponds to a prceision of about 0.05!40 in executing the maneuver.
l’hc overall maneuver exceution error is about 10’YO, due entirely to the effect of navigational errors.
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Table 1: Spacecraft Configuration Data ‘

Parameter

Initial Mas.
spacecraft (dry), kg

Nominal
Value
—. —..—

RMS (1(?)
Variation

propellant/oxidizer, kg

420.0
30.0

0.5%
2.0%

Initial Moments of Inertia
yaw (z-axis), kg-m2
pitch (y-axis), kg-m2
roll (x-axis), kg-m2
cross-products, kg-m2

120.0
115.0
145.0
< 5.()

2.0?40
2.0%
2.O?ZO
—

Center of Mass Offset, cm

0.0

1.0

Thruster Specifications
thrust level, N
min pulse width, ms
rise time, ms
decay time, ms
valve open) close delay, ms
max acceleration, m/s2
max pitch/yaw acceleration, rad/s2
max roll acceleration, rad/s2

4.45
20
2.0
3.0
3.0
0.04
0.038
0.067

3.0%
—
—
—
—
2.5?40
3.6%
2.9%

Table 2: Digital Autopilot Parameters
.———

Parameter— .

——— .

Description

Value

T

command update interval

20 ms

6T

computation time required for
each command update

3 ms

Y

guidance thruster firing deadband

2%40 of Av

AtJtude CoDt@
a
mx
my
m,
kD
kP
k,
c

attitude error rate of convergence
roll axis torque level
pitch axis torque level
yaw axis torque level
angular rate feedback gain
angular position feedback gain
Lyapunov function parameter
attitude thruster firing deadband

.—.

0.0765 S-’
9.8 N-m
4.45 N-m
4.45 N-m
0.153 s-’
0.0117 S-2
1.8 X 10”3 S-3
2 x 1 ()-4 #
——

Table 3: Inertial Navigation System Error Model
Parameter

RMS (Iq) Value

Units,

Initial Position Error

0.18 (X)
4.00 (y)
5.26 (Z)

km

Initial Velocity Error

0.06 (X)
0.24 (y)
0.01 (z)

mls

Initial Attitude Error

0.1 (each axis)

deg

IMU Misalignment

18

arcsec

Gyro Error Mod_el
turn-on bias repeatability
bias calibration error
time-varying bias”
scale factor error
time-varying scale factor’
scale factor asymmetry.
time-varying asymmetry
random walk

1.0
0.10
0.05
100
25
10
10
0.10

deglhr
deglhr
deglhr
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
deglhr’~

~ccelerometer Error Model
turn-on bias repeatability
bias calibration error
scale factor error
scale factor asymmetry
compliance (92)
white noise

500
50
100
25
1.0
1.0

IJ9
p~m
ppm
pg/g2
mmls

“modeled as first-order Gauss-Markov processes wtth time constants of 1 hr
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